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Fifteen conservatory fac-
ulty members performed at the 
Concert for Japan in the Lawrence 
Memorial Chapel Sunday, April 17.
Assistant Professor of Music 
Steven Paul Spears organized 
the event to raise awareness and 
money for victims of the March 11 
earthquake and tsunami in Japan.
Spears said he heard a March 
20 interview on National Public 
Radio saying that the Japanese Red 
Cross still needed donations and 
was struck by the question, “What 
can we do?”
The concert itself raised $2,043 
for the Japanese Red Cross, accord-
ing to Spears. “The fact that our 
faculty all just jumped on board, 
so willing to contribute time and 
talent to this was another wonder-
ful thing that happened here,” said 
Dean of the Conservatory Brian 
Pertl. “What a fantastic thing to 
do… really successful.”
Senior Derrell Acon also 
“found it very touching to see 
those professors come together to 
present the concert.”
Faculty who performed came 
from the vocal, keyboard, string, 
music history and world music 
departments.
Junior David Besch comment-
ed, “I think the event was a very 
good way for the performers as 
well as the audience to show their 
support of Japan in the wake of 
this natural disaster.”
For Pertl, the concert empha-
sized “the notion of compassion 
through music and [created] a 
shared space for reflection about 
some of these terrible things that 
happen.”
Programming included read-
ings of poetry by Edna St. Vincent 
Millay and John Donne, songs by 
Mozart, Vivaldi and Brahms and 
other works by Rachmaninoff, 
Schubert, Massenet and Laitman, 
among others.
“The poetry and music worked 
really well together, and I feel 
the overall presentation really con-
veyed the right message during 
this time of worldly need,” said 
Acon. “For me, it especially empha-
sized a sense of common human-
ity — when Japan suffers, so suf-
fers America and the world at 
large.”
Besch agreed that “it is impor-
tant that we assist others when 
they are in need.”
The program order “went from 
more contemplative into action,” 
said Pertl, who noted the impor-
tance of “not just being bummed 
about it, but moving into ‘what 
can we do to help?’ How can we 
be engaged and not just passive 
mourners?”
 “It really fits in with Lawrence 
trying to be more engaged with 
the community,” continued Pertl. 
“Bringing the community togeth-
er and, in some sense, the world 
community. It’s important to do 
that through the arts and music 
and poetry. That’s what we do, so 
that’s our vehicle to make it hap-
pen.”
Lawrence has held similar 
events in the past, like the January 
2010 “Concert for Haiti” and the 
“Concert for Humanity” in 2006, 
held in response to both Hurricane 
Katrina and the Indian Ocean tsu-
nami of December 2005.
Professor of Music and Teacher of Piano Catherine Kautsky     Photo by Minh Nguyen
Maija Anstine
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Concert for Japan strives to answer “What can we do?”
High winds attributed to a 
major severe weather outbreak lift-
ed and damaged the highest roof 
section of Stansbury Theatre at 
the Conservatory of Music Sunday, 
April 10. The storm caused the 
delay of Associate Professor of 
Music Karen Leigh-Post’s recital 
in Harper Hall as well as a concert 
given by the Lawrence Academy 
of Music’s girl choir in Memorial 
Chapel.
According to Director of 
Facility Services Dan Meyer, 
“The roof damages needed to be 
repaired immediately. A local com-
pany set up on Monday morning 
and had the area recovered with a 
new roof within a few days.” 
While the actual roof was in 
need of immediate replacement, 
Meyer stated that there was also 
damage to the dampers that are 
part of the fire system — that 
is still functioning, but eventu-
ally needs to be repaired. Facility 
Services is currently waiting for a 
quote from an outside contractor 
for repair of these dampers.
“Other than that roof, we had 
only minor damages on campus 
from the storm,” said Meyer.
Many Lawrence University stu-
dents sought shelter in basements 
of campus buildings. After seeking 
shelter in the conservatory base-
ment, freshman Justin Jones was 
in the vicinity of Stansbury Theatre 
when the damage occurred. “I was 
in [the conservatory] waiting for 
Karen’s recital to start when there 
was a loud sound that seemed to 
come from the roof,” said Jones. 
“We assumed it had been a tree 
that had fallen, but it apparently 
was the roof on Stansbury.”
While the damage was caused 
by high winds and not an actual 
tornado, the severe weather streak 
included 10 tornadoes reported 
and confirmed across Wisconsin 
Sunday evening. The down-
town Appleton area — including 
Lawrence University — was under 
several severe weather warnings 
beginning around 7:30 p.m. that 
evening. Sunday made the record 
for the highest number of torna-
does in April in recorded state 
history.
The damage to Stansbury Hall 
was minor compared to other 
parts of the state. Approximately 
160 homes were damaged in 
Kaukana, and there has been esti-
mate of $4.7 million in damage 
in Outagamie county attributed 
to the April 10 storm. The worst 
damage was caused by an EF-3 
tornado in the northern part of 
the state that ravaged the small 
city of Merrill, which reported 22 
destroyed homes, totaling about 
$11 million in damages.
Will Doreza
Associate News Editor
____________________________________
Severe weather oubreak damages Stansbury roof
Composer Laurie Altman, 
a New York native living in 
Switzerland, was a composer-in-
residence at Lawrence from April 
10 to 17. Altman, who has per-
formed in London, Mexico City, 
Holland, Scandinavia and through-
out the United States, was at 
Lawrence under the umbrella of 
a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. 
Altman’s involvement on campus 
was evident throughout the week 
in multiple performances and 
demonstrations of his work.
The composer and pianist, 
who has written more than 100 
jazz pieces in addition to cham-
ber, vocal, piano, opera, and choral 
works as well as film scores, has 
been recognized with two National 
Endowment Fellowships: a Lincoln 
Nicholas Paulson
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Altman engages with 
Lawrence musicians
See Altman on page 3
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NEW LUCC BUSINESS:
Environmental Sustainability Fund 
 The Environmental Responsibility Committee presented a 
proposal to create a create a sustainability fund to further recent 
efforts to make Lawrence a more environmentally friendly campus. 
This fund would be created through a $15/year fee for each stu-
dent, similar to the annual activity fee each student pays now. The 
fund would be accessible to any student, and would be regulated 
by a 9 person committee, consisting of a combination of students 
a faculty. As it is proposed, this fund would finance any infrastruc-
tural projects with a return of 12 years or better whose implemen-
tation is approved by LUCC.
LUCC Update
WEEK 5 TERM 3
A SMOKE FREE Lawrence University 
 The Student Welfare Committee introduced a proposal for a smoke free campus. 
As proposed, this would put the entire Lawrence campus in a “smoking halo”, with 
the exception of two smoking gazebos and any city sidewalk (not including Boldt 
Way). 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS EITHER OF THESE ISSUES, TALK TO YOUR 
DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE OR PLEASE JOIN US AT THE NEXT GENERAL COUNCIL 
MEETING, ON MONDAY, APRIL 25TH, AT 4:30, IN THE MEAD WITTER ROOM ON 
THE 2ND FLOOR OF THE WCC.
TELL YOUR DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES WHAT YOU THINK:
Colman and Brokaw residents contact:
 Lisa Nikolau and Kwaku Sarpong
Hiett and Ormsby residents contact:
 Mara Kunin, Jack Canfield and Richard Wanerman
Plantz residents and all others students living north of College Avenue contact:
 Tyler Clark and Nicholas Paulson
Kohler, Draheim and Greenfire residents contact:
 Chiao-Yu Tuan and Chelsea Giguere
Sig Ep, Beta, Swing Dance, Rosemary and Theater house residents contact:
 Tony Darling
Sage, Phi Tau, Slug and ORC residents contact:
 Oren Jakobson and Hallie Witmer
Trever and Big and Small Executive residents contact:
 Jared Marchant and Ted Chritton
Other General Council Members include:
 Nancy Truesdell, Rich Frielund and Randall McNeill, JR Vanko, Carl Byers, David Spitzfaden, Kevin Lokko, Emily 
Hallock, Devin Burri, Caleb Ray, Valerie Nelson, PJ McMonagle, Timeka Toussaint and Lorraine Skuta
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The opinions expressed in this section are those of  the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff  editorial, which represents a majority of  the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Ask A Fifth Year
Center Felt Forum Award, and 
the Mason Gross Composition 
Prize.
Altman’s residency began 
April 10 with a guest recital 
in Harper Hall. He performed 
both solo piano composi-
tions and jazz standards with 
Professor of Music and per-
cussionist Dane Richeson, and 
Associate Professor of Music 
and Teacher of String Bass 
Mark Urness.
Altman participated with 
both students and faculty in 
the weekly Jazz Jam Session 
April 11 held in the Warch 
Campus Center Café, perform-
ing jazz standards and his own 
arrangements.
The composition stu-
dio held a master class with 
Altman April 12. April 14 was 
marked by both a jazz com-
posing and arranging work-
shop and a short concert of 
works for small ensembles, 
performed by an ensemble of 
Lawrence students and facul-
ty titled “Chamber Music of 
Laurie Altman.”
Frank C. Shattuck Professor 
of Music and Teacher of Voice 
Ken Bozeman, who helped 
sophomore Luke Randall 
prepare his performance of 
Altman’s “On Course,” said of 
the work, “It was an interest-
ing, effective piece with some 
underlying jazz rhythms, fun, 
though challenging to pre-
pare.”
This week of engage-
ment with the Lawrence 
musical community culmi-
nated Friday, April 15 in the 
Lawrence Memorial Chapel 
with the world premiere of 
“The River Merchant’s Wife: 
A Letter” performed by the 
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra 
and Cantala with soloist and 
Professor of Music Patrice 
Michaels during the combined 
orchestra and choirs concert.
Altman
continued from page 1
Dear Evan,
Recently, there's been a lot of con-
cern about convocation attendance. 
What's your take on the issue?
Sincerely,
Amos Lawrence
Thanks for shining light, more 
light on this issue, Amos. I'm going 
to begin my answer to your ques-
tion, with another question: Did 
you know that Sunday is Easter? I 
just realized it, really. This holiday 
used to be a time for family and 
celebration, but this Sunday will be 
one of recitals and catching up on 
homework.
Why do I bring this up? Am I 
too stupid to realize when major 
religious holidays are coming? Am 
I too self-absorbed to pay atten-
tion to the calendar? Maybe, but 
I don't think so. I'm busy. I don't 
want to play the “who's busiest” 
game, because I know that there 
are Lawrentians who are even bus-
ier than I, and who manage their 
time better, but I think it's telling 
that I was too busy to notice that 
Easter was this weekend.
So a couple of weeks ago when 
I realized there was a convocation, 
my first instinct was to think, “Oh 
good, I don't have to go to studio. 
I can take a nap or catch up on 
work.” I'm certain I was not the 
only person to think this, and that 
makes us a part of this “problem” 
of low convocation attendance. 
In fact, in my five years here, I 
have attended two convocations — 
Terry Moran and Frank Rich — and 
even at those, I dozed off a little.
I certainly understand the 
administration's and faculty's 
desire for us to attend convoca-
tions. I know that the actual reason 
that the library, dining services 
and health services are closed is 
not “to allow staff to attend con-
vocation,” but to coerce us into 
going. I also understand that con-
vocations help to serve Lawrence's 
mission — to make us well round-
ed and aware of important issues.
In the past, I would have seri-
ously considered attending con-
vocation and then made a believ-
able excuse of why I needed that 
time to do other things, but after 
five years I've realized that I just 
don't care. I just want to get my 
degree and mosey on out of here. 
Am I proud of this? No, but I'm not 
ashamed either.
In the past, convocations were 
required. A perusal through past 
yearbooks will show you protests 
of this requirement at convoca-
tions. In one picture, a group of 
students held up a sign that read 
“We are a captive audience.”
I'm sure there were students 
then who welcomed extra lectures 
in subjects they didn't study. I also 
know that there are students now 
who also love attending convo-
cations. But there is no denying 
that there is a great number of 
Lawrentians who have no interest 
in attending a convocation.
Are we lazy, close-minded or 
not interested growing as peo-
ple? Of course not. We work and 
study hard, and sometimes a nap 
or sleeping in is the highlight of 
our day, or even week. Are there 
great life lessons that we've missed 
by not attending convocations? 
Probably. But is trying to make 
us feel guilty on the pages of 
The Lawrentian and campus-wide 
e-mails going to encourage us to 
go? No.
If convocation speakers includ-
ed people I was more familiar 
with and topics I cared about, of 
course I'd go. But I understand that 
Lawrence is not Harvard or some 
huge school that can bring in big 
name people. However, maybe the 
administration should understand 
that they will not be able to fill the 
Chapel with people anxious to hear 
about something they don't care 
about from someone they've never 
heard of.
Am I saying that we should 
end convocations? Of course not, 
Lawrentians and the community 
deserve the opportunity to hear 
and learn new ideas and perspec-
tives from Lawrence faculty and 
scholars in the field. Am I say-
ing that convocations should be 
required again? Definitely not. It 
would be unfair to any speaker to 
have their audience be disrespect-
ful and inattentive because they 
were required to be there.
What I'm trying to say is maybe 
there is no attendance problem 
with convocations. Maybe the peo-
ple who are there are the ones 
that should be there, want to be 
there and will get a lot out of 
being there. So maybe we should 
care less about filling Chapel seats. 
After all, are you trying to fill 
these seats to get more people to 
be impressed by a speaker, or for 
the speaker to be impressed by the 
number of seats filled?
I apologize to those who you 
who expected to read something 
funny here, or who are now deeply 
disappointed by my lack of willing-
ness to learn great and wonderful 
things in convocations, but I just 
thought that the voice of the silent 
majority should be heard in this 
debate. I promise that my next col-
umn will be full of wholesome fun 
for the whole family to enjoy!
Evan Williams
Columnist
Convocation attendance 
a non-issue for Lawrence
Sports
photographers 
wanted
If interested, contact: 
lawrentian@lawrence.edu
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I secretly love Italian food — 
pasta, ravioli, tiramisu, chianti, 
gelato; it’s all so decadent and 
delicious. But I had never had 
risotto before a family friend 
made it for a potluck. I mean, 
rice? In Italian food? I have to 
admit to having had some skep-
ticism.
In true Italian style, she 
made buckets of it, which was 
a blessing because we just 
couldn’t get enough! Since then, 
this particular version of the 
classic Italian rice dish has 
become a staple in my fam-
ily’s culinary repertoire. And it’s 
quite easily vegan-ized, which 
is not always achievable with 
Italian food. I hope you enjoy!
What you need:
1/3 cup dried wild mushrooms, 
preferably porcini
6 oz fresh cultivated mush-
rooms, cleaned and finely 
sliced
Juice from 1 lemon
6 tablespoons (about 3/4 stick) 
butter, or you can use Earth 
Balance or oil
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, 
chopped
3 3/4 cups vegetable stock — 
preferably homemade, or from 
bouillion
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 small onion, finely chopped
1 1/2 cups medium-grain risot-
to rice
1/2 cup white wine
3 tablespoons finely grated 
Parmesan cheese
salt and pepper to taste
What to do:
First, place the dried mush-
rooms in warm water to soak 
for at least 40 minutes.
Then, rinse the mushrooms 
thoroughly, saving the soaking 
water by filtering it into a bowl 
through a sieve lined with a 
paper towel.
Set both the soaked mush-
rooms and the mushroom 
water aside.
Clean the fresh mushrooms 
with a paper towel, then slice 
them and place them in a bowl 
with your lemon juice.
In a large, heavy frying pan, 
melt a third of the butter, then 
stir in the fresh mushrooms 
and sauté them over moderate 
heat until they begin to brown.
Stir in parsley for 30 sec-
onds and set aside.
Place stock in a saucepan, 
add mushroom water and heat 
to a simmer. Keep the liquid 
warm as you heat another third 
of the butter and the olive oil in 
the same pan the mushrooms 
were cooked in.
Add onions to the pan with 
the butter and olive oil and fry 
until they turn translucent.
Add the rice and stir until 
evenly coated in oils — about 
one to two minutes.
Add the soaked and sau-
teed mushrooms and mix well.
Pour in the wine, raise the 
heat slightly and cook over 
moderate heat until the liquid 
evaporates.
Then, add one small ladle-
full of the hot broth. Cook over 
medium heat until the broth is 
absorbed, stirring the rice con-
stantly with a wooden spoon. 
Add a little more broth and stir 
until the rice dries out again.
Continue this process for 
about 20 minutes, then taste 
the rice and adjust the dish to 
taste with salt and pepper.
Keep cooking the rice, stir-
ring and adding broth until the 
rice is “al dente” — tender, but 
still firm to bite.
The process should take 
about 35 minutes in total. If 
you don’t have enough broth, 
don’t sweat it — just use hot 
water.
Once you’re done cooking, 
remove the risotto from the 
heat, and stir in the remain-
ing butter and the parmesan 
cheese. Grind in a little fresh 
black pepper.
Let the dish rest for a few 
minutes before you dish up. 
Garnish with flat leaf parsley.
Serves 4.
Buon appetito!
Anneliese Abney
Chef
_________________________________
From our kitchen to yours
Mushroom Risotto
Photo by Tara Atkinson
One of the many joys of 
London life is that the thought of 
traveling across the country for 
a weekend getaway does not feel 
nearly as imposing and daunting 
as it might in Appleton. London is 
an amazing and exciting city, but 
it’s always nice to see another side 
of things. So after three weeks in 
London, I decided to head north 
for a little repose from the hustle 
and bustle of city life.
I spent my weekend in the 
Lake District, which is a mere three 
hours by train. It is well worth 
the trip for its sheer beauty, com-
plete with green countryside, roll-
ing hills and charming little towns. 
It was made even better by the 
limited traffic and general lack of 
tourists. However, for an English 
major and self-professed English 
nerd, my trip to the Lake District 
felt very much like a pilgrimage to 
the Holy Land.
William and Dorothy 
Wordsworth famously lived in 
Grasmere, which is a part of the 
Lake District. Their home called 
Dove Cottage was frequent-
ed by the likes of Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge and Thomas De Quincey. 
William Wordsworth’s “Daffodils” 
with the famous line “I wandered 
lonely as a cloud” was written 
here.
Basically, like most of England, 
it is steeped in historical signifi-
cance; England loves the past in 
a way it is difficult to understand 
coming from the States. While 
America is busy reveling in its 
youth, the English savor old age. 
I have never seen such commit-
ment to the past and tradition. It 
is something I have been trying 
to wrap my mind around since I 
got here.
Of course, I went to Dove 
Cottage, the Wordsworth Museum, 
the Wordsworths’ graves and the 
wild daffodil garden. I went on 
a tour of the cottage and the 
guide relished in things like 
Wordsworth’s suitcase and the 
painting of the family dog. It was 
really very charming and really 
very English. Dove Cottage is pre-
served largely as it was when the 
Wordsworths lived there. They had 
even insulated the walls of one 
room with newspaper, which was 
left completely intact and read-
able.
While in Grasmere, I felt myself 
growing nostalgic for a past I was 
not even a part of. Clearly, I was 
not alone in this sentiment as 
the town was going through great 
pains to cultivate a garden of a 
certain species of wild daffodils 
made famous by the aforemen-
tioned poem.
Maybe that means I am start-
ing to pick up some English sen-
sibility in regards to the past, but 
I still have a long way to go. After 
all, it is difficult for me to fathom 
any amount of time longer than 
my own lifetime, let alone a couple 
hundred years or even thousands 
of years.
So I suppose I am cultivating 
my appreciation for the past, but I 
can’t imagine a better place to do 
it. In the past week alone, besides 
the Lake District, I have seen 
Brougham Castle, Westminster 
Abbey, Bath and Stonehenge. Of 
course, that doesn’t even include 
the places I pass daily like Hyde 
Park, Kensington Palace and the 
countless buildings and sites that 
make up the history of days past. 
It is a constant living and breath-
ing history lesson; it seems I can’t 
turn a corner without learning 
something new.
On the long list of plac-
es I need to see while I’m here, 
Windsor Castle is up next. It is the 
home of the current queen, Queen 
Elizabeth II, but has been around 
for nearly 1,000 years. The Tower 
of London, Buckingham Palace and 
the British Library are just a few 
places still coming up on that list. 
I already know that three months 
is not enough time to get to every-
thing, but I certainly plan on try-
ing. I expect I will continue to be 
awed and amazed as I try to get my 
head around thousands of years 
of history.
Grace Berchem
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
Across the pond: 
A living and breathing 
history lesson
Julie Haurykiewicz spends 
much of the time in her days on 
the first floor of Briggs Hall, where 
she works primarily as the direc-
tor of our Center for Teaching and 
Learning, more commonly known 
as the CTL.
As the director of the CTL 
since 2006, Haurykiewicz meets 
and interacts with a wide range of 
students, which is a perk she cited 
as one of the best things about 
her job, noting she sees “so many 
different segments of the student 
population” who are making their 
way down to the CTL for tutoring, 
advising or just a quick chat.
Looking at her other roles on 
campus — Freshman Studies, pub-
lic speaking and community read 
instructor; one of the coordinators 
of Lawrence's Lifeline grant for 
suicide prevention; academic skills 
adviser — it's difficult to imag-
ine how Haurykiewicz would have 
time or energy to do anything else, 
but she finds time to knit beauti-
ful shawls and take care of a new 
puppy named Murphy.
Haurykiewicz described 
Murphy as her “furry child.” 
Adopted as a sickly baby puppy, 
Murphy weighed almost nothing, 
and patches of his fur had fallen 
out. Since then, he has grown into 
a 30-pound dog who is about to 
start his Canine Good Citizenship 
training, a course designed to 
teach dogs commands like “sit 
politely for petting.”
As a result of the course, visi-
tors to the CTL will probably no 
longer get jumped on and a little 
bruised by an over-excited puppy 
with floppy ears and alert, blue 
eyes. He's already learned how to 
sit and lie down, but getting him to 
roll over doesn't work consistently.
While Murphy does take up 
a good chunk of Haurykiewicz’s 
evenings, she remains a fixture at 
events and meetings all around 
campus. She said that her “job 
allows [her] to do so many differ-
ent things ... like getting to work 
with colleagues from the counsel-
ing center and international stu-
dent services.”
And her smiling presence 
at events like last weekend's 
Cabaret is an active reminder that 
Haurykiewicz takes her job as a 
member of the Lawrence commu-
nity very seriously.
When asked about some of her 
favorite things about Lawrence, 
Haurykiewicz did not hesitate 
before saying, “I love teaching 
Freshman Studies. I'm a big believ-
er in the program overall. But I 
hate grading papers.”
That's not surprising informa-
tion, given Haurykiewicz’s procliv-
ity for interacting with so many 
different people on campus. The 
Freshman Studies program, too, 
hopes to foster a sense of commu-
nity among freshmen and among 
the faculty members teaching the 
course.
Haurykiewicz said that “part of 
the ethos of it is modeling what it's 
like to engage with a work that's 
outside of your department.” This 
is what Haurykiewicz does on a 
smaller scale daily by meeting with 
students, faculty and staff mem-
bers from all over campus, gain-
ing new perspectives and forging 
friendships.
The next time you're down in 
the CTL, stop by Julie's office. Her 
door is almost always open, and 
in there, you'll find a collection 
of sock monkeys, photos, books 
and souvenirs sure to brighten up 
your day.
Magdalena Waz
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Meet the staff: Julie Haurykiewicz
Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning
Photo courtesy Grace Berchem
M4M lives.
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Do you know where you want 
to live next year? Are you flabber-
gasted by the random string of dig-
its they call your lottery number? 
Have you been asking upperclass-
men for advice on how to navigate 
the housing selection process? 
You needn’t be confused any 
longer, dear reader. The Residence 
Life Committee of LUCC, in all 
its infinite wisdom, has sent the 
information directly to your email 
inbox, and will host helpful Q&A 
sessions in the coming weeks to 
answer all of your housing-relat-
ed questions. Associate Dean of 
Students for Campus Life Amy 
Uecke and Housing Coordinator 
Wendy Osero sat down with The 
Lawrentian to provide an overview 
of the housing process.
“Students need to remember 
three things before they show up 
for housing selection,” said Uecke. 
“They need to have picked up 
their housing contract, their stu-
dent account has to be paid and 
they need to be registered for 
classes next term.” This is done to 
ensure that students who apply for 
on-campus housing are enrolled 
at Lawrence for the upcoming 
year. Housing contracts may be 
picked up directly from the cam-
pus life office, at upcoming infor-
mational meetings, and may also 
be picked up during tabling ses-
sions. Students planning to go 
abroad next year are also advised 
to attend these events since this 
process applies to them as well.
Lottery numbers are assigned 
to each student randomly and 
were made available on Voyager 
and the housing webpage March 
31. “Senior numbers start with 2, 
junior numbers begin with 3 and 
sophomore numbers start with 4,” 
said Osero, “it then goes from 001 
to 500. So the lower your number 
the better your chances of getting 
the room you want.” Like in golf!
Current freshmen are asked 
to be flexible with their plans for 
next year and prepare multiple 
options for their living situation 
before committing to a decision. If 
you have your heart set on getting 
a double in Ormsby or a single in 
Trever, start making other plans 
just in case those fall through. 
Lottery numbers are averaged if 
you wish to live in a suite, quad or 
triple, but only the best number is 
considered if you would like to be 
living in a double.
If you’re interested in living 
in a house next year you may 
choose to come up with an idea 
for a theme house, or live in one of 
the formal group houses. “Formal 
group houses have a three-year 
compact,” said Uecke, “Nine hous-
es are currently up for renewal and 
the compact for two houses has 
expired. The review process is a 
routine thing that allows us to see 
how they’re doing.”
The two houses whose com-
pacts have expired will have to re-
apply alongside students who wish 
to live in a theme house. Theme 
houses have one-year contracts. 
The SigEp and Swing Houses are 
examples of formal group houses, 
while the Spanish House on 217 
N. Union and the Meditation and 
Mindfulness House on 203 N Union 
both qualify as theme houses.
“Students are free to come 
up with themes if they want to 
live together in the other houses,” 
said Uecke. These themes could 
range from a common interest in 
“Dungeons & Dragons” to a shared 
love of languages. An information 
session on formal group houses 
will be held May 2. The decision 
to allocate the number of theme 
houses is made by LUCC. They 
are also required to leave certain 
houses open for general student 
housing, such as Rosemary House 
on 218 S. Lawe.
“That is an option for students 
who don’t want to join a formal 
group or live in a theme house,” 
said Uecke. “Students will be able 
to pick rooms in these houses dur-
ing the single or double selection 
nights.”
Students may also choose to 
stay in the same dorm they cur-
rently live in, or even to keep the 
same roommate. There are excep-
tions to this rule: People living in 
Hiett Hall, Brokaw Hall, small resi-
dences, lounges or administrative 
spaces, or a “double single,” will 
not be allowed to squat. Contrary 
to popular belief, students living in 
singles that do not overlap with the 
aforementioned exception region 
of the Squatting Venn-diagram can 
also squat. “The idea is to build 
community,” said Uecke. “If you 
like living with your roommate or 
living in the same dorm, squat-
ting gives you the option of stay-
ing right where you are. Because if 
you’re squatting, chances are you 
like living there.”
In addition, the Campus Life 
department will host an informa-
tion session for students who are 
interested in living with a Japanese 
roommate from Lawrence’s 
exchange program with Waseda 
University. “It’s a great experience 
from what we have heard back,” 
said Uecke. “Students who wish to 
learn about another culture — and 
are prepared to share some of their 
own — are encouraged to choose 
the Waseda roommate option.”
Future residents in the Class 
of 2014 will be given the opportu-
nity to live with a Japanese room-
mate but upperclassmen from all 
cultural backgrounds are allowed 
to apply as well. “The roommate 
acts as a social connection for 
the Waseda students,” said Uecke. 
“Their role in shaping this expe-
rience for Waseda residents is as 
important as the staff or student 
mentors.”
After paying your bill, regis-
tering for classes and picking up 
your housing contract you will 
attend singles, doubles or group 
living housing selection sessions. 
Singles and doubles selections will 
take place in the Hurvis and Mead 
Witter Rooms, while quad, suite 
and triple selections will be held 
on the fourth floor of the Campus 
Center.
There will be easels display-
ing the floor plans of the dorms 
with available on-campus hous-
ing. Each room will be marked 
with a green, red or yellow dot. 
Green means that the room is 
being held for freshmen, red says 
that it has already been taken and 
yellow means that it is reserved 
for administrative purposes such 
as medical emergencies or for your 
floor RLA.
Members of the LUCC 
Residence Life Committee will 
call out lottery numbers by rang-
es and ask you to line up by 
the hall of your interest. There, a 
Residence Life Committee member 
will arrange you in the line by your 
lottery number to make sure the 
process goes fairly and smoothly. 
A Residence Hall Director will be 
on hand to take your housing con-
tract and confirm your living plans 
for the upcoming year.
This may sound confusing, but 
the Residence Life Committee’s 
helpful Q&A sessions will be able 
to answer questions specific to 
your housing needs. These dates 
are marked in the information doc-
ument that has already been sent 
to student email inboxes. Good 
luck!
Naveed Islam
Former Features Editor
____________________________________
A “necessary explanation” of the housing process:
Amy Uecke and Wendy Osero answer your questions
There are times when I am 
walking to my next class, and I 
hear a distinctive grinding sound 
behind me getting louder and 
louder. Nowadays I just drift to 
one side of the path without a 
thought and continue on my way.
But I remember those times 
when I would hear that grinding 
noise and think something was 
about to run me over: I would lunge 
towards the grass and stare bead-
ily at the back of the longboarder 
passing me by, and I would wonder 
at the audacity and individualism 
of punk skaters.
This was a slight misconcep-
tion on my part, because long-
boarders cannot be associated 
with one particular subculture. 
Longboards and skateboards are 
indeed siblings: They are both 
wooden boards with four wheels. 
However, they differ in that long-
boards can reach up to six feet 
in length — hence their name — 
and their wheels are about 20 mm 
thicker in diameter.
The most basic difference 
between them, though, lies in their 
function. Unlike the aerial virtuos-
ity and astoundingly constricting 
pants associated with skateboard-
ers, longboarders sail through the 
walkways of college campuses 
nationwide to get to their next 
class, or to do just that — to sail 
the flat concrete walkway, to expe-
rience the pleasure of riding the 
winds.
Freshmen Chewy Grant-
Dixon, a longboarder at Lawrence, 
describes the activity as an “expres-
sion of freedom.”
“I ride for fun and use it to 
go exploring. It’s also an all-body 
workout to keep the longboard 
going,” he said.
For sophomore Alec Robinov, 
“It’s fun and exciting and great for 
transportation … When the day 
is all over and no one is walking 
around, my roommate and I will 
usually go out and skate around 
Appleton. It’s a really nice way to 
blow off some steam.”
In that respect, the longboard, 
unlike the skateboard, could be 
seen as something unexpectedly 
universal, something that could 
convey the insouciance of youth, 
the quiet joy that comes from 
standing still and feeling the wind 
on your face.
In any case, the longboard 
seems to be an ideal transporta-
tion device for small distances. 
More fluid and less cumbersome 
than the bike, it can be carried, 
and it allows one to weave between 
students in more crowded spaces 
— no bike horns or “watch outs!” 
required.
When asked if he feels self-
conscious sweeping past others 
on his longboard, Robinov replied, 
“I don’t feel bad at all. Most peo-
ple meander out of the way when 
they hear the wheels, and for the 
most part people are easy to get 
around.”
It appears that Lawrentians 
have generally adjusted them-
selves to this relatively recent phe-
nomenon.
Grant-Dixon guesses that other 
students “think I’m a hippie [for 
longboarding],” but he has noticed 
a relatively diverse range of long-
boarders at Lawrence. According 
to Robinov, Lawrence has wit-
nessed a “definite rise” in long-
boarders.
“Last year it was just a few 
people who never communicated 
with one another,” Robinov said, 
but with a bounty of longboarders 
from this year’s freshmen class, 
he hopes to “start getting together 
and maybe even organize some 
events in Appleton.”
Of course, he encourages any 
people “kicking the tires” — kick-
ing the wheels? — to think about 
purchasing their own longboard. 
Robinov commented, “It’s very 
accessible and a very practical pur-
chase to make.”
Exploring the “long” way around campus
Andrew Kim
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Photo by Rachel Krivichi
Understanding a trend in campus transportation
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Campus advertising woes
 As we get further into Spring Term, there are numerous exciting programs and events hap-
pening on campus. However, many interesting events suffer from low attendance. We believe that 
a more attention-grabbing online means of advertising may help increase attendance.  
The Campus Life website lists the “traditional ideas” for advertising on campus. However, 
these ideas are traditional, and therefore ineffective. As Campus Life suggests, most events and 
parties are advertised with a plethora of posters around campus. While a single poster may fulfill 
its purpose, the sheer number of posters on campus, and their monotonous appearance make the 
medium ineffective.
Recently the idea of using “clock talks” has resurfaced in many student organizations. In years 
past, students used these short speeches from the clock outside Main Hall to promote their events 
and express new ideas. These speeches most often occurred during the Freshman Studies rush to 
lunch. Clock talks were largely effective because they pinpointed student activity, generated con-
versation and could not be easily ignored.
By all accounts, the talks were a bold and effective form of advertisement, which took advan-
tage of student traffic in between classes. However, in 2011, much student traffic also occurs on 
the Internet. Currently, Campus Life’s suggestions on advertisement do not reflect this develop-
ment. There is no cohesive online medium for publicizing events or initiating conversation.
Both students and student organizations would benefit from a centralized space for advertise-
ments. For example, the Lawrence University Facebook page could post a wider range of advertise-
ments for on-campus events. Additionally, the Lawrence homepage could also be used to display 
more visually striking advertisements, rather than the limited number that the page currently dis-
plays. Ideally, a more cohesive approach could help address campus advertising woes.
With recent talks of cutting 
the budget in order to curb both 
inflation and the national debt, 
Congress has begun to make plans 
to trim the large budgets of many 
departments. The Department of 
Transportation, Health and Human 
Services and other agencies have 
been at the center of previous cuts 
and it looks like education may be 
next in Congress’ crosshairs. This 
has caused many students around 
the country — including myself — 
to worry. 
While the budget crisis was 
temporarily dodged, Congress is 
already setting up a new round of 
cuts that will need to be made in 
order to curve the deficit. Though 
I do not object to removing redun-
dancy in departments, most state 
governments have already taken 
the initiative and removed any 
excess funding they could from 
public schools. There is no more 
fat to trim without causing future 
generations to suffer. Only the 
meat of education remains. 
Fortunately, during the last 
round of cuts, President Barack 
Obama secured programs like the 
Pell Grant, a program that pro-
vides money for college to top per-
forming students in lower socio-
economic brackets. Obama also 
protected the Race to the Top ini-
tiative that rewards well perform-
ing public schools with additional 
funds. 
Further cuts in the federal edu-
cation system at any level will 
only harm the United States in the 
long term. While money would be 
saved now, the next generation of 
Americans would not be able to 
compete on the same international 
level that they are currently able 
to. In fact, studies already indicate 
that the United States is losing its 
competitive edge in education.
In the past decade, the test 
scores of high school students in 
the United States compared poorly 
with the rest of the world in the 
areas of math and science. This 
lower performance is linked to 
the amount of money contributed 
by the federal government to edu-
cational programs. In 2002, the 
United States spent 5.7 percent 
of its GDP on education and was 
ranked the 37th country in the 
world for total GDP contribution. 
According to the CIA, five 
years later the total GDP contribu-
tion dropped to 5.5 percent and 
the United States moved into 43rd 
place. Decreasing the budget of 
our education programs hardly 
seems the best way to ensure the 
continuing competitiveness of stu-
dents in the United States. 
Throwing money at the edu-
cation system isn’t going to be 
enough. Wasteful spending will not 
help. Instead we must create an 
order of priorities for our educa-
tional system so that we can keep 
essential programs. These priori-
ties could include better teachers, 
better technology or just a better 
bureaucracy behind public educa-
tion. 
Each year, according to the U.S. 
Department of Education, the fed-
eral government spends more than 
$14 billion on interest payments 
that involve education. That’s $14 
billion that could be put some-
where else each year if the United 
States government could balance 
their numbers. With that kind of 
money being saved in multiple 
departments, we might just be able 
to solve our nation’s debt.
Evaulating America's education funding
Alan Duff
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Much was made of the fact that 
Barack Obama’s presidential cam-
paign received significant fund-
ing from small donors. His elec-
tion was heralded as a sign that 
the country was ready to move 
on from former President George 
W. Bush. Many progressives were 
excited enough by Obama’s radi-
cally decent campaign promis-
es to support his bid for elec-
tion. Since taking office, however, 
Obama has strategically and sys-
tematically disillusioned every true 
Progressive in the country.
Obama has not only contin-
ued, but escalated the war crimes 
initiated by his predecessors. 
Drone attacks on civilians have 
increased in Pakistan, Afghanistan 
and Yemen. More U.S. troops are 
in Afghanistan than ever before. 
Construction continues in Iraq on 
military strongholds, disguised 
as embassies, manned by mor-
ally bankrupt contractors like 
Blackwater. 
Soldiers in Guantanamo and 
other U.S. secret prisons are 
still torturing people, including 
Wikileaks hero Bradley Manning. 
Weeks ago Obama authorized the 
bombing of Libya, involving the 
United States in another illegal, 
undeclared war that, in the long 
run, won’t help anyone but oil men 
and the arms industry. 
Obama’s reign has held as 
much promise for the American 
people as it has for the rest of 
the world. His healthcare plan 
is projected to leave 23 million 
Americans without healthcare and 
shuffle some $447 billion from 
taxpayers to insurance compa-
nies. His fiscal policies have been 
particularly disturbing, though 
unsurprising, given the number 
of Goldman Sachs officials in his 
administration. 
Obama continued the Bush tax 
cuts, batted nary an eyelash at 
enormous tax breaks to compa-
nies like GE and gave away mind-
boggling sums of taxpayer money 
as bailouts to huge financial firms 
such as Bank of America, Citigroup 
and Goldman Sachs. These give-
aways sent corporate profits to an 
all-time high in 2010, and set the 
stage for the present theatrics in 
Congress. Obama is systematically 
giving away our country to corpo-
rations. 
Are all of these problems 
Obama’s fault? Certainly Congress 
shares much responsibility for 
them as well. Apologists suggest 
that in all of these cases, Obama 
has simply not had the power or 
charisma to do anything differ-
ently, and that to have such high 
hopes for a politician, even the 
president, is unrealistic. 
This last point is certain-
ly true, but not for reasons any 
mainstream Democrat realizes. 
It’s instead a matter of motiva-
tions: Obama doesn’t truly want to 
accomplish populist reforms. 
A recent article by Glenn 
Greenwald in Salon magazine, 
titled “Obama’s ‘bad negotiating’ 
is actually shrewd negotiating,” 
shed considerable light on this 
issue for me. Greenwald suggests 
that Obama is not a bumbling, 
ineffectual man with a beautiful 
dream for his country, but rather 
a shrewd politician surrounded by 
expert D.C. advisors with decades 
of experience, with nothing on his 
mind but reelection. 
Selling out the American peo-
ple entirely and, in doing so, alien-
ating his entire liberal base, might 
not seem like the best strategy 
for someone seeking reelection. 
However, it is apparently a time-
honored Democratic strategy. 
Party-line Democrats will 
support Obama’s decisions sim-
ply because he is the arbiter of 
that party line, while many radi-
cal Democrats still make excus-
es for him. Most importantly, 
Conservatives and Independents 
will laud him as a bipartisan com-
promiser, especially for his recent 
budget cessions to Congressional 
Republicans.
In truth, however, these are just 
convenient narratives. Obama’s 
campaign depends scandalously 
little on what the American people 
actually think about him. Political 
scientists have repeatedly demon-
strated the advantage held by can-
didates with significantly greater 
funding. 
In return for huge giveaways 
and business-friendly policies in 
his first term, Obama will ride into 
his second term on the — green — 
backs of an unprecedented $1 bil-
lion in donations from banks and 
big businesses. 
In his second term, Obama will 
again aid and abet Republicans in 
their bid to end every decent pub-
lic policy our government current-
ly provides — excluding those that 
act as implicit subsidies to busi-
ness, like food stamps: Taxpayers 
feed Walmart’s employees because 
Walmart would rather not pay 
them a living wage. 
The middle and lower classes 
will be squeezed into desperation, 
to live at the mercy of corpo-
rate malefactors. Our economy will 
The Obama delusion
Adam Kranz
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
See Obama on page 7
“Poison Ivy.” 
- Taylor Glenn Scott
“The Man from The Other 
Place.”  
 -Tim HonigIf you could 
be any fiction-
al character, 
who would 
you be? 
Photo poll by
Tara Atkinson
“I love you, Tara Atkinson, 
but I don’t know.”  
- Cuong NguyenPH
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Reading Rights
The Fox Cities Book Festival 
is an annual, week-long event that 
brings authors to the area to read 
from their works and speak about 
the craft, and I only went once. And 
even then it was more like a field 
trip required for school. I should 
have thrown in the towel then and 
quit writing this column, walking 
out of the Appleton Public Library 
after with my friends knowing full 
well that I would not return for 
whatever else the festival had to 
offer. 
In a few of my classes, we 
discussed how to make the festi-
val better, more student-friendly. 
One of the suggestions was, of 
course, to bring writers that stu-
dents know. The only problem 
with that suggestion is that we are 
already supposed to have at least a 
vague familiarity with the authors 
visiting town. Some of them have 
been on that best-seller list that I 
sometimes complain about. And 
even if the names sound unfamil-
iar, doesn't the goal of the festival 
have something to do with educa-
tion? 
We've hit a wall. The same wall 
we've hit in a number of my most 
recent columns. Nothing seems to 
matter to us unless we can devel-
op a personal connection with the 
speaker, with the book or with the 
event, which means that we have a 
higher chance of going to a read-
ing if the author is someone whose 
name we've seen on a billboard 
and a lower chance of going to a 
reading if the author is someone 
who is a “nobody” according to 
our memory of recently released 
books. 
I, too, offered a number of 
excuses for not going. The weather 
was the first one. It was a bit of a 
joke. The second was the lack of 
information about the schedule 
that I had grown used to in our 
library. My real and probably best 
excuse, though, was that I just for-
got. I was busy thinking about my 
own things, and sometimes I tell 
myself that my absence won't be 
felt at these events because the 
older residents of the Fox Valley 
are still showing up, still inter-
ested in books. It's not as if these 
authors are speaking to empty 
rooms. 
But the guilt doesn't just go 
away. Not attending the festival 
directly contradicts many of my 
suggestions in this column. It even 
calls into question my desire to 
become a writer. Shouldn't I — a 
future M.F.A. student — care about 
contemporary writing enough to 
interact with the people writing 
today? It points to the inherent 
selfishness of writing because all it 
really is, when you boil it down, is 
the desire to put your thoughts on 
paper for others to read. 
And if we're all writing and 
clogging up blogs, twitter feeds, 
Facebook walls, then there's not 
enough time to stop and read any-
thing anyone else has to say. It's 
information overload that makes 
us not trust that these unknown 
authors at the festival have some-
thing new to say to us because 
they're not famous in the ways 
we want to be. They're about as 
important as the pesky person on 
our newsfeed who keeps updating 
his status. 
Everyone is writing a memoir 
in real time. Because it's about all 
we've got time for.
Magdalena Waz
Columnist
continue to stagnate as wealth accumu-
lates in the bank accounts of the rich, who 
have no incentive to spend that money in 
ways that would create jobs. 
Obama is not a progressive messiah 
because he doesn’t want to be. He and his 
party sell themselves as liberal in counter-
point to the conservative Republicans, but 
in truth both parties are equally beholden 
to corporate sponsors whose interests 
are the opposite of those of the American 
people. 
It’s time to end the myth that 
Democrats are the party of the people. We 
need a new, true labor party. Now, when 
people are increasingly aware of the prob-
lem and increasingly angry about it, is the 
time for us to stand up and demand a gov-
ernment that truly represents the people!
Sorry I didn’t read your book:
I was writing mine
Obama
continued from page 6
Last week as, I procrastinated 
doing homework, I was bombarded 
with a stream of overly romantic 
posts in my Facebook newsfeed by 
a friend from high school. After 
reading the first status I felt some-
what happy for him and his new-
found love. But after reading the 
fifth status, I had lost all interest 
and sympathy for his budding rela-
tionship. He kept these disturb-
ing public declarations of “eternal 
love” coming for a few days — and 
as a result, I had to defriend him. I 
just couldn’t take it.
I know this sounds trivial, but 
it got me thinking. I’ve seen so 
many friends and acquaintances 
rush headlong into a new relation-
ship, all the while making ridic-
ulous statements like “we were 
meant for each other” or “I never 
knew love until now” — when 
they’ve only been dating for two 
weeks.
Don’t get me wrong, I under-
stand the excitement that rela-
tionships bring, and that we all do 
or say stupid things when we’re 
caught up with a new romance. I 
am definitely pro-love. However, 
I feel that many college-age stu-
dents take this stupidity to a whole 
new level.
In most cases, I’m genuinely 
excited to see that a friend has 
found someone new that makes 
them happy. I take their posting 
of sappy love songs and quotes on 
Facebook as a sign of their giddy 
excitement. I’d like to give these 
hopeless romantics the benefit of 
doubt.
Yet, usually about a month 
or so after said person public-
ly declares that they have found 
“true love,” they become single yet 
again. It seems like some vicious 
cycle of students rushing into 
hyper-serious relationships that 
last two months, lamenting a trag-
ic break up, celebrating the joys of 
being single for a week and then 
hurrying back into some profound 
relationship.
It seems to be almost like 
Dating ADHD. When did love 
become such a trivial word? When 
did we stop taking relationships 
seriously?
I think most students who 
suffer from Dating ADHD are so 
eager to be in a serious relation-
ship that it doesn’t really matter 
who they’re with. It’s just enough 
to have someone. Their “love” 
is generic, because there’s really 
nothing unique about their rela-
tionship. They have none of the 
knowledge of small quirks or hab-
its that comes with a true relation-
ship over time.
Every time somebody says they 
have “found the one” or are in 
“eternal love” prematurely, they 
devaluate the meaning of those 
statements. They don’t actually 
respect the gravity of love. They 
fail to realize the seriousness of 
a long-term relationship and the 
commitment that it brings.
Based on the way I’ve seen 
many college students handle rela-
tionships, it comes as no surprise 
that our nation has such a high 
divorce rate. We need to wake up 
and realize that love and commit-
ment is not something to be taken 
lightly. It’s not always fun or glam-
orous or easy.
It doesn’t matter how many 
people “like” your Facebook rela-
tionship status, or your extended 
couple photo shoots. What actually 
matters is the relationship itself. 
What matters is the connection 
between two people, and the hap-
piness that it can bring.
A “love” that lasts is not one 
that is publicized on Facebook, 
or memorialized with dozens of 
Picniked photographs, but one 
that makes both people smile even 
when cameras and computers are 
not around.
Why do fools fall in "love"?
Kaye Herranen
Opinions & Editorials Editor
President of the Catholic 
League for Religious and Civil 
Rights Bill Donahue published an 
open letter in The New York Times 
April 11 concerning sexual abuse 
of children by the Catholic clergy. 
While the letter, titled "Straight 
Talk About the Catholic Church," 
certainly negated any uplifting 
effect of my morning omelet, as 
a Catholic and mild enthusiast of 
religious and civil rights, I was very 
interested to hear what Donahue’s 
group had to say. 
Mr. Donahue stated that 
Catholics were "furious" about 
cases of child molestation, but that 
"some are exploiting this issue for 
ideological and financial profit.”
This seemed relatively reason-
able. Given the emotional nature 
and broad scale of such accusa-
tions, some malicious conspira-
tors could unjustly demand settle-
ments or engage in political point-
scoring against the Church. 
In the interest of minimizing 
the effect of my personal biases, I 
feel as if the words of Mr. Donahue 
himself will suffice: 
"...of the 4,392 accused priests, 
almost 56 percent faced only one 
misconduct allegation, and at least 
some of these would certainly van-
ish under detailed scrutiny.
"The issue is homosexuality, 
not pedophilia... 
"Let’s face it: if [the Church's] 
teachings were pro-abortion, pro-
gay marriage and pro-women 
clergy, the dogs would have been 
called off years ago." 
"The refrain that child rape 
is a reality in the Church is twice 
wrong: Let’s get it straight — they 
weren’t children and they weren’t 
raped." 
I will say that Mr. Donahue 
seems to be taking the wrong 
approach to the issue. How is any 
attempt to trivialize or excuse the 
molestation of children tied to the 
defense of the Catholic faith?
If Mr. Donahue is concerned 
with the image of the Church being 
unfairly tarnished by a distinct 
and criminal minority of its cler-
Questions of law and faith
Steve Nordin
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
See Questions on page 9
The opinions expressed in 
this section are those of  
the students, faculty and 
community members who 
wrote them. All facts are 
as provided by the authors. 
The Lawrentian does not 
endorse any opinions piece 
except for the staff  edito-
rial, which represents a 
majority of  the editorial 
board. The Lawrentian wel-
comes everyone to submit 
their own opinions using 
the parameters outlined in 
the masthead.
“I’d be Hobbes.”  
- Eric Garasky
“An elf from The Lord 
Of The Rings.” 
- Cadence Peckham
“Veronica Mars.” 
 - Sophie Patterson
“Jerry. From Tom and Jerry.”   
- Sunghun Cho
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Senior Jake Fisher comes 
from a very musical fami-
ly. However, it took him a 
few tries to find “his” instru-
ments. He played piano and 
violin briefly before starting 
bassoon in fifth grade. Why 
bassoon? The band teacher 
needed bassoonists, so that is 
what Fisher chose. In seventh 
grade, Fisher took up guitar. 
These two instruments have 
become a very important part 
of his everyday life.
Fisher, who hails from 
Lake Forest, Ill., is in his 
fourth year at Lawrence and 
is getting ready to present 
his senior bassoon recital. He 
will play works by 20th cen-
tury composers Edward Elgar, 
Gordon Jacob, Samuel Barber 
and Charles Koechlin Friday 
April 22 at 8 p.m. in Harper 
Hall. Barber’s “Summer Music 
for Wind Quintet” is the piece 
that Fisher is most excited 
about.
Currently, Fisher plays 
in two wind quintets, wind 
ensemble and the LSO. 
Last year’s performance of 
the “Rite of Spring” by Igor 
Stravinsky was very memora-
ble for him. The work, which 
was featured in Disney’s 
“Fantasia,” has quite promi-
nent bassoon parts.
“That was one of the first 
pieces that really hooked me 
into classical music and play-
ing bassoon,” he recalled. “I 
had been watching ‘Fantasia’ 
since I was really little, so that 
was big.”
Fisher, a bassoon perfor-
mance major with a minor 
in Russian, has played guitar 
in several jazz ensembles on 
campus. He also is a member 
of Love Constellation and the 
Stars, a band that plays a wide 
variety of music.
“We just try to find songs 
that we know people are 
going to like and something 
that has a groove to it,” Fisher 
said. “Some are just straight 
funk songs from bands like 
Earth, Wind & Fire, but we 
try to find newer songs from 
bands like LCD Soundsystem 
that you wouldn’t consider 
funk but still have a groove 
that people can dance to.”
The group is playing at 
several upcoming Lawrence 
events, including LU-aroo and 
Jamnesty.
Earlier this week, Fisher’s 
latest musical endeavor 
made its debut on campus. 
Perennial, an experimental 
electronic music group, fea-
tures Fisher playing guitar 
and Josh and Luke Younggren 
using samplers and drum 
machines. They played in the 
Chapel Wednesday night, and 
could possibly perform again 
soon.
Fisher will be back 
at Lawrence next year and 
eventually plans to move to 
Minneapolis, Minn. He’s sure 
that he wants a career in 
music, but doesn’t know spe-
cifically what it will involve.
So whether it’s Friday 
night in Harper Hall or later 
this term on the Café Plaza, 
take a few minutes to hear 
Fisher’s musical stylings on 
the bassoon or the guitar.
Andrew LaCombe
Staff  Writer
_________________________________
Artist Spotlight: Jake Fisher
As many of my friends and 
readers may know, there's not 
much that I love more than a bad 
film. But a film has to be really 
bad to truly catch my eye. This 
term, for example, I am taking a 
film studies tutorial on cult film, 
in which we view and analyze 
many notoriously bad films, such 
as “The Room” and “Showgirls.” 
That being said, it may come as 
a surprise to some that last week-
end I watched “Battlefield Earth: 
A Saga of the Year 3000” for the 
very first time. I had heard many 
things about the film — it was a 
huge commercial failure and it was 
the worst acting that John Travolta 
had ever done. It won every award 
that it was nominated for at the 
Razzies, an award ceremony that 
recognizes the worst films of the 
year — except Forest Whitaker for 
Worst Supporting Actor, but only 
because Barry Pepper, who is also 
in the film, won instead.
“Battlefield Earth” is based on 
the novel of the same name, writ-
ten by L. Ron Hubbard, the founder 
of Scientology. The plot concerns 
the future of the Earth in the year 
3000, after a species of alien called 
Psychlos have overtaken it. The 
film begins by telling the viewer 
that man is an endangered spe-
cies. The remaining humans live in 
clans and are reminiscent of cave-
men. As a result, many of them, 
including the protagonist Jonnie 
Goodboy Tyler (Pepper) — appar-
ently Jonnie is still a popular name 
1000 years in the future — have a 
warrior mentality and wish to take 
back the planet. This beginning 
plot is the only part of the film 
that truly makes sense, for every-
thing becomes quite convoluted as 
it progresses.
It is when Jonnie gets cap-
tured by the Psychlos that the film 
really takes off. At this point, the 
focus of the film switches dras-
tically to Terl and Ker (Travolta 
and Whitaker), two high-ranking 
Psychlos. Terl desperately wish-
es to be transferred back to the 
home planet of the Psychlos, far 
away from Earth. Earth is a place 
that he despises, as the remaining 
humans disgust him. He comically 
(but clearly not intentionally so) 
refers to the humans as man ani-
mals, and calls Jonnie “rat-brain.”
As the film progresses, the 
focus slightly comes back to 
Jonnie and the enslaved humans 
as they plot their revenge against 
the Psychlos. The final showdown 
between the two is one of the fun-
niest parts of the film, especially 
a shot of Jonnie avoiding gun-
fire. The sequence is nearly iden-
tical to the infamous one in “The 
Matrix.” Another choice moment is 
when a human tells Jonnie to hurry 
because the Psychlos are coming 
fast. The camera then cuts to show 
a group of Psychlos walking at a 
normal pace.
Where the film really shines 
is Travolta himself. He delivers 
Micah Paisner
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Iris Out: “Battlefield Earth,” 
or the worst film of the decade
The Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra and all three Lawrence 
choirs gave a joint concert in the 
Lawrence Memorial Chapel last 
Friday, April 15. The evening start-
ed well, with the upper balcony 
packed to the brim with a com-
bination of students supporting 
their peers and parents who had 
come to see their children. The 
program consisted of three very 
different pieces, the first and last 
of which were performed by all 
the participating ensembles and 
the second of which featured the 
orchestra and Cantala, as well as 
soprano and Professor of Music 
Patrice Michaels.
The concert began with 
William Walton’s coronation “Te 
Deum,” sung by all three choirs 
and accompanied by the orches-
tra. Originally composed for the 
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, 
the opening was thus appropri-
ately regal and started the night 
off right, reducing the crowd to 
silent admiration. This effect was 
enhanced by the sheer number of 
performers. The LSO was as tightly 
packed as possible and Cantala 
and Concert Choir looked a bit 
sardine-like in the risers behind. 
To top it all off, members of Viking 
Chorale populated the sections of 
the balcony nearest to the stage 
on either side, bringing the audi-
ence closer to the music as well as 
expanding the much-needed per-
formance space. The result was a 
powerful, entrancing sound that 
filled the entire building and capti-
vated the audience.
After the majestic force of 
the first number, the eerie trills 
of “The River Merchant’s Wife: A 
Letter” came as something of a 
surprise. Recently composed by 
Laurie Altman, this performance 
was the piece’s world premiere 
and a fitting end to his residency 
here at Lawrence. Based on a poem 
translated by Ezra Pound from 
the original Chinese, “The River 
Merchant’s Wife” tells the story of 
a wife’s love for her husband and 
her desire to know when he will 
return.
The piece was characterized by 
sudden notes and lingering voices, 
both those of Michaels and those 
of Cantala, which seemed suitable 
given the poem’s subject. After the 
sweeping power of the “Te Deum,” 
“The River Merchant’s Wife” pre-
sented a little more of a challenge 
to interpret and, for me at least, 
wasn’t quite as accessible. The 
music itself was fascinating and 
blended beautifully with the voic-
es of Michaels and Cantala, but it 
seemed a bit like a non-sequitur 
when taken in the context of the 
show.
The last piece, Beethoven’s 
“Mass in C Major,” had a similar 
reverential feel to the first and 
thus presented a sort of book-
end to the performance. This one 
featured various soloists from 
Concert Choir and Cantala, which 
only added to the impressive-
ness. The stage was again fully 
packed with Viking Chorale and 
Concert Choir while Cantala wait-
ed in the balcony until they too 
joined for the final movement. 
The soloists guided the piece well 
and the orchestra played wonder-
fully, whether quietly accompany-
ing the singers or playing full-out. 
The music struck a delicate bal-
ance between highlighting the skill 
of the choirs and showcasing the 
immense talent of the LSO.
However unconnected the pro-
gram may have felt at times, the 
concert was excellent overall and 
the orchestra and choirs should 
be congratulated on an impressive 
performance.
Choir and Orchestra come together for an evening of music
Natalie Schermer
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Photo by Will Melnick
See Iris Out on page 9
Photo by Tara Atkinson
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Guitar has been cursed, in a 
way, by its omnipresence in popu-
lar music; extreme compression 
has rendered the instrument's 
tone a flat, loud electronic signal. 
Not so, however, in its tradition-
al forum. The dynamics, phrasing 
and techniques of classical guitar 
are impressive without the need 
for effects or amplifiers.
The Los Angeles Guitar 
Quartet's performance at Lawrence 
Saturday, April 16 reaffirmed the 
evocative nature of the instrument, 
covering a broad range of melodic 
and percussive sounds with only 
four musicians onstage. Their 
two-hour set covered a breadth 
of classic and modern repertoire, 
and emphasized their skill as an 
ensemble.
Most audience members 
must have recognized the LAGQ's 
first piece, an arrangement of 
the Overture to “The Barber of 
Seville” by ensemble member John 
Dearman. A few Loony Tunes 
chuckles aside, the piece sound-
ed quick and lyrical, and set the 
group's tone for the evening. The 
famous piece impressed those less 
versed in conventional Spanish 
fare, using a common point of 
musical reference to lead into the 
program.
Following the “Capitol Suite,” 
a 20th century composition based 
on Renaissance dances, the group 
began the show's longest and most 
vital group of songs, “Music from 
the Time of Cervantes.” Arranged 
by member William Kanengiser, 
the collection of 11 works derived 
from the Quartet's collaboration 
with John Cleese; the actor read 
excerpts from “Don Quixote de la 
Mancha” over compositions con-
temporary with that work.
Though the performance 
Saturday had no readings, the set 
was evocative, summarizing the 
era's musical conventions and 
establishing an emotional arc simi-
lar to Cervantes' tale. The first 
selection, “Jácaras,” was rousing, 
and the following movements 
seemed idyllic up until “La Tricotea 
Samartín,” the whirling, intense 
piece corresponding to Quixote's 
battle against the windmills.
The triumphant romanes-
ca compositions contrasted the 
balladry of the “Fantasia Que 
Contrahaze La Harpa,” which 
emulated an airy harp. Ultimately 
the set, which concluded with 
the declarative “Oy Comamos y 
Bebamos,” distilled music and lit-
erary history for the audience.
“Antique Suite,” a composi-
tion by the group's college friend 
Ian Krouse, offered both a more 
Germanic and more modern lis-
tening experience, and included a 
bowed-guitar section and interest-
ing use of tonality. The “Suite” led 
nicely into the group's most con-
ceptual piece, “Cuban Landscape 
with Rain,” a simulation of a rain-
storm which broke into a hail-
evoking section of discordant 
slapped strings. The two modern 
pieces offered the quartet a show-
case for their more technical dex-
terity on their instrument.
The group concluded their 
performance with selections 
from “Carmen.” These distinctly 
Spanish numbers, though penned 
by a Frenchman, had an expan-
sive, stomping sound well suited 
to the group's dynamic style and 
instrumentation. Once again hear-
kening to commonly-known clas-
sical music, the suite touched on 
all the opera's famous moments 
— "Habanera," "Toreadors," and 
more. The ensemble made such 
famed excerpts sound extremely 
natural in the guitar setting.
Offering both fresh-sounding 
interpretations of classic works 
and precise performances of mod-
ern pieces, the Los Angeles Guitar 
Quartet provided its audience with 
a complete picture of the guitar's 
capabilities in a lively evening of 
brilliant technique and artistry.
Artist Series: LA Guitar Quartet 
Peter Boyle
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Though it sometimes feels as if Spring Term might never 
end. Lawrence is already thinking forward to next year. They 
recently released the schedule for the 2011-2012 Artist Series 
and I have to say I’m rather impressed with the line-up.
 Oct. 14, 2011 — Turtle Island Quartet
When someone says the words “chamber” and “music” 
in the same sentence most people cringe at the thought of 
slow, quiet music played by a few older musicians that seem 
totally uninterested in what they’re doing. Turtle Island 
Quartet takes that stereotype and turns it on its head. Their 
music has been described as “the future of classical music” 
by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and by Yo-Yo Ma as “a reflec-
tion of some of the most creative music-making today.” 
Their lively blend of contemporary American sounds and the 
traditional quartet aesthetic will make for a great introduc-
tion to the acts to follow.
 Oct. 21, 2011 – Richard Goode
Noted by The New York Times for his “fastidious musi-
cianship” and “infallible fingers,” pianist Richard Goode 
has made a sizeable but quiet name for himself in the 
classical music world. His performances and recordings 
of Beethoven’s sonatas and concertos are especially well 
respected for their artful blend of heroism and poetic inti-
macy. Goode’s nuanced playing and deep insight into his 
selections will undoubtedly be a wonder to experience in 
Memorial Chapel.
 March 10, 2012 – So Percussion
Though their name may sound slightly corny, So 
Percussion’s music is anything but. All graduates of Yale 
University, the world-renowned percussion ensemble has 
worked with the likes of Steve Reich and Arvo Pärt and has 
more recently begun creating original compositions. They’ve 
become infamous for their use of quirky instruments such 
as bowed marimba, aluminum pipes and even the amplified 
cactus. Their fresh, youthful, modern music will be some-
thing distinctly new to Lawrence’s campus.
April 13, 2012 – Chanticleer
Likely the best-known of the coming year’s performers, 
Chanticleer is considered by many to be the world’s premier 
male vocal ensemble. The group’s sizeable following in the 
classical musical world is largely the result of their master-
ful interpretations of early music. However, as they have 
matured as an ensemble, their repertory has expanded to 
include contemporary music of all kinds. The purity and ele-
gance of their singing is largely unmatched; the inclusion of 
a number of countetenors gives them a breadth of timbres 
and registers, making them an “orchestra of voices.”
2011-2012 
ARTIST SERIES 
Lawrence brings 
big names to campus
Justin Jones
Arts & Entertainment Editor
________________________________________________________________
gy, perhaps he ought to use 
the weight of his position 
to encourage openness and 
accountability. 
What of the bishops who 
concealed the actions of abu-
sive priests? They — not the 
victims — are responsible for 
the damage to the Church's 
reputation. 
The reason the Church is 
the subject of investigations 
is that members of its cler-
gy not only sexually abused 
children, but that its hierar-
chy attempted to shield said 
offenders from the full pro-
cess and penalties of the law, 
which Mr. Donahue fails to 
account for.
Is this somehow accept-
able to Mr. Donahue because 
"only" a small number of 
priests are responsible or that 
many were "only" accused 
once?
Are we as a society and 
religious community sup-
posed to tolerate such behav-
ior because the majority of 
their victims were "only" 
young boys? That people 
other than Catholic priests 
have molested children and 
gotten away with it? 
While I don't support 
unsolicited public discus-
sions of faith, either for reli-
gion or against, the gravity of 
this issue forces me to say the 
following: 
As a Catholic, I am per-
sonally offended when Mr. 
Donahue presumes to repre-
sent my religion to the world 
and I am disgusted by those 
in the hierarchy of my faith 
who have not denounced 
Mr. Donahue's extremism or 
cooperated fully with civil 
authorities in cases of child 
molestation. 
This is a legal issue, not 
one of faith. Mr. Donahue, 
the Catholic League and cur-
rent Church hierarchy ought 
to treat it as one, lest they 
lose a generation of young 
and moderate Catholics such 
as myself. 
Can there be no decency 
in questions such as these?
Questions
continued from page 7
The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet perform classical music on stage in Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Emma Moss
some of the most memorable 
lines, ones that I'm sure will 
soon work their way into my 
everyday speech. My personal 
favorite is when he drunken-
ly tells Ker, “While you were 
still learning how to spell your 
name, I was being trained to 
conquer galaxies!” What makes 
the line great is the way it 
is delivered. Travolta's into-
nation makes absolutely no 
sense. You have to hear the 
line to completely understand 
the beauty of it.
If you have not seen 
“Battlefield Earth,” you are 
truly missing out. It recently 
won the Worst Picture of the 
Decade at the Razzies, and I 
am here to tell you that it was 
well deserved. It's unfortunate 
to think the film was originally 
going to have a sequel that 
was scrapped after the film 
flopped. I can tell you that see-
ing Travolta as an eight-foot 
alien with dreadlocks never 
gets old. 
Iris Out
continued from page 8
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Baseball
 MWC Overall
Beloit 6-2  14-8
Ripon 5-3  10-14
St. Norbert 2-2  8-10
Carroll 3-5  6-14
Lawrence 0-4  2-21
Grinnell 6-0  11-11
Monmouth 5-1  16-7
Illinois College 1-5  13-11
Knox 0-6  5-17
Men’s Tennis
 MWC Overall
St. Norbert 2-0  8-11
Carroll 1-0  13-6
Ripon 1-1  1-9
Lawrence 0-1  4-12
Beloit 0-2  0-2
Grinnell 2-0  18-6
Monmouth 1-0  17-5
Lake Forest 2-2  11-7
Knox 1-1  2-14
Illinois College 0-3  0-8
Softball
 MWC  Overall
St. Norbert 6-1  13-12
Beloit 5-4  9-18
Ripon 5-2  16-6
Lawrence 3-4  10-13
Carroll 3-4  9-14
Monmouth 8-1  14-9
Illinois College 5-7  12-16
Lake Forest 5-3  10-16
Knox 0-7  5-16
Grinnell 0-7  0-23
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
April 20, 2011.
Standings
Last weekend the Lawrence 
baseball team (2-22) took a trip 
to play Division I Butler University 
in Indianapolis for the first time 
in school history. Unfortunately, 
the inaugural trip was not a fruit-
ful one for the Vikings who were 
swept in the three game series.
While the Vikings didn’t win 
a single game, they were facing a 
Division I opponent for the first 
time in several decades. Although 
the team only managed to score 
three runs in three games, there 
were some bright spots to be 
noted.
In the 7-0 Viking loss played 
Saturday, senior Robert Rashid 
went 2-3 and reached base three 
times while senior Andrew Wilt 
battled through and threw a com-
plete game. In the nightcap three 
different Vikings drove in the 
three runs and sophomore Luke 
Barthelmess had two of the team’s 
seven hits in the 14-3 loss.
Even though the Vikings faced 
a tough opponent in Butler, their 
losses are not entirely due to being 
overmatched. According to sopho-
more Davide Harris, “[the team 
hasn’t] been able to hit in [key] 
situations, and that has hurt us.”
The Vikings have also strug-
gled to play consistently as a team. 
For example, against Beloit, the 
offense provided six runs and the 
lead before pitching ultimately lost 
the game. Conversely, in another 
game against Beloit, the Vikings 
could only score a single run, while 
the pitchers held Beloit to only 
four.
The Vikings lack a group of 
players to carry the team to vic-
tory. As a result, they must win as 
a complete unit. So far this year, 
the team has yet to piece together 
the components, despite a desire 
to win. But for a team that lost 29 
times a year ago, it will take time 
for that culture to shift.
The team is capable of winning 
games, as evidenced by their dra-
matic comeback win against North 
Central, capped by a walk off hit 
by Harris to win 13-12. Hopefully, 
this Wednesday’s game against 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 
and the May 1 game against con-
ference foe Ripon College will 
highlight their potential. 
Baseball plays Division I Butler University
Jack Canfield
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
The Lawrence University soft-
ball team took over and swept 
North Central in their doublehead-
er against Wednesday, but fal-
tered in Chicago over the week-
end. Lawrence won their first game 
against North Central with a solid 
8-0, and took the nightcap 17-3.
The Vikings entered the first 
game strong, scoring four runs in 
the first inning. Carli Gurholt hom-
ered to left center and brought 
Cathy Kaye across home plate. 
Shannon Murray doubled to left 
center and was brought home 
by Emily Perish’s single to right 
field. Mary Diduch singled through 
the left side, advanced to sec-
ond on an error by the left field-
er, advanced to third and Perish 
scored unearned.
In the fourth, Brielle Bartes 
led the inning with a homer to left 
field. Katie Simonsen was walked 
during the fifth and brought home 
by Perish’s single and a fielding 
error by the first baseman. In the 
sixth, Alyssa Geipel homered to 
center field. Perish had a run-scor-
ing single to end the game, bring-
ing the 8-0 score.
In the opener Murray pitched 
excellently, striking out seven, 
walking none, and allowing only 
three hits. Perish went 4-for-4 with 
two RBI’s and Gurholt went 2-for-2 
with two RBI’s. Geipel and Bartes’ 
homers were both of the fresh-
men’s first career homers.
In the nightcap, the Vikings 
gave up two runs in the first 
inning, but allowed only one more 
during the fifth, as they dominated 
the game.
The Vikings responded in the 
first with four runs of their own. 
Perish singled to right field with 
two RBI’s and Alexandria Chiodo 
doubled to right center to bring 
Perish home.
During the second inning, Cory 
Paquette singled through the left 
side and scored on a wild pitch. In 
the third, the Vikings scored three 
more runs. Paquette singled to left 
field and Perish scored. Diduch 
and Chiodo were brought home by 
Kaye’s single though the left side, 
bringing the score to 8-2.
In the fourth, Lawrence turned 
it on and scored nine runs against 
North Central. Kaye had a big hit 
as she doubled down the left field 
line, allowing Diduch and Chiodo 
to score. Murray cranked a homer 
to left center, delivering Gurholt 
and Geipel home and ending the 
game at 17-3.
In the second game, Kaye had 
four RBI’s and Perish and Murray 
each drove in three, and Chiodo 
and Paquette both went 2-for-
2. Perish led the team from the 
mound with six hits, five strike 
outs and no batters walked.
The Vikings were scheduled 
to play a doubleheader Saturday 
against the University of Chicago 
followed by a doubleheader against 
Elmhurst College, but the sched-
ule was changed due to weath-
er. Instead, Lawrence only played 
Sunday, once against Chicago and 
once against Elmhurst, both at the 
University of Chicago’s Stagg Field.
In their game against Chicago, 
the Vikings fell short of a victory 
with a 6-4 score.
The Vikings let up five runs in 
the first inning, and Chicago held 
the lead. At the top of the seventh 
the score was 6-0, but Gurholt 
had the play of the game for the 
Vikings. As Gurholt stepped up to 
bat, bases were loaded on two sin-
gles and a fielder’s choice with one 
out left. Gurholt blasted a grand 
slam to bring the Vikings closer, 
but the battle ended at 6-4.
In their second game of the 
day, the Vikings dropped a noncon-
ference game to Elmhurst College 
12-0. The Elmhurst Bluejays came 
at the Vikings strong and fast, with 
four runs in the first and seven 
runs in the second. It was a disap-
pointing way to end what began as 
such a promising week for Viking 
softball.
Photo courtesy of Carli Gurholt
Inconsistency plagues Lawrence softball team
Tyler Gasper
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Last weekend, the Lawrence 
University outdoor track team com-
peted at the Wisconsin Lutheran 
College Relays. While neither the 
men’s or women’s sides could cap-
ture the title, both had several 
standout performances.
Sophomore Sam Stevens 
grabbed an individual title in the 
800-meter run. Stevens finished 
with a time of 1:58.78. Teammate 
Mike Mangian, a freshman, fin-
ished seconds behind Stevens in 
2:05.55, good enough for 4th place.
M. Jay Bouska continued the 
strong start to his freshman season 
with a 4th place finish in the high 
jump, but only managed eighth in 
the javelin throw. Freshman Dan 
Thoresen furthered the trend of 
underclassmen success by placing 
3rd in the 1500-meter run with a 
time of 4:16.47.
For the men, junior Stanley 
Jablonski was one of several top 
five finishers. He placed 5th in 
the hammer throw, with a toss of 
33.67 meters. Jablonski also com-
peted in the shot put and finished 
7th.
On the women’s side, soph-
omore Rose Tepper, a national 
indoor qualifier, won the high 
jump by clearing 5 feet, 4.25 inch-
es. Freshman Erica Schmidt earned 
3rd in the discus throw with a toss 
of 33.92 meters.
Another strong individual per-
formance came from senior Annie 
Sullivan, who grabbed 4th in the 
5000-meter run after racing to the 
finish in 20:10.79. The Lawrence 
men finished 4th in the team 
standings with 47 team points, 
while the women ended up 7th 
with 31 team points.
Tepper, Stevens grab first at Wisconsin Lutheran Invitational
Cassie Burke
Sports Editor
____________________________________
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1) Describe your per-
fect game of golf.
A perfect round 
of golf for me would 
be to have all aspects 
of the game such as 
putting, driving accu-
racy and ball striking 
in good form.
2) How are you 
building off the fall 
season for success 
this spring?
To get better 
you have to practice. 
Unfortunately school-
work does not always 
allow you to get out and play. If I can get out two or three times a 
week prior to a tournament I will be able to follow up fall season.
3) Is it hard to get back into it after the winter and not being able 
to play much? Why or why not?
Yeah, it is. I was fortunate enough to play okay for my first 
event, but inconsistency was shown in the Carroll invitational and 
that is what I need to work on.
4) If you could play a round with any professional player, who 
would it be and why?
Probably Bubba Watson, because he bombs the ball and that 
would be fun to watch.
5) Would you rather hit a perfect putt or a perfect long shot? 
Why?
Perfect putt. I have struggled all year at putting except for the 
Wisconsin Lutheran tourney, and if I can’t putt, I wont go low.
by Alyssa Onan
Athletes of the week
1) Do you prefer 
singles or doubles?
I love playing 
doubles, because 
with two people on 
the court there’s 
twice the amount of 
energy.
2) Who is your 
favorite profes-
sional player? 
Why?
Ever since I first 
saw Rafael Nadal 
play, he has become 
my favorite player. 
I have never seen a 
tennis player bring 
so much enthusi-
asm and determina-
tion. I guess his nick-
name suits him: “The 
Matador.”
3) What are the team’s goals for the season? How are you work-
ing to accomplish these goals?
Our team is fairly young this year with only one senior, and 
we’re in the rebuilding process coming off of a record-breaking 
season last year, so our main goal this season has been keeping 
our heads up and maintaining positive attitudes. The only thing 
lacking right now is experience. We have the talent.
4) What is your favorite part of being on the LU tennis team?
Like most athletes, my favorite part about playing LU tennis 
is the team itself. We’ve grown really close and it’s fun to watch 
people’s game mature as the season progresses. I’m excited to see 
how this season ends up.
5) How did you prepare for this season in the offseason?
I work as a full time tennis instructor at a club in Madison, and 
I also work as a counselor at Nike Tennis Camp for three weeks of 
the summer.
Max Zlevor: Tennis
John Pechan: Golf
Photo courtesy of Max Zlevor
Let’s go Vikes!
Photo courtesy of John Pechan
It’s hard to believe spring 
season athletic teams are prac-
ticing and playing with the con-
stant temperature changes and 
the ever-present threat of snow in 
Wisconsin. 
Although the Beloit Buc Open 
Invite last Saturday was canceled 
due to inclement weather and poor 
course conditions, the Lawrence 
University golf team was able to 
compete Sunday at the Carroll 
University Invitational at Ironwood 
Golf Course in Sussex, Wisc. The 
team took a 7th place finish among 
the eight competing teams.
John Pechan had the best per-
formance for the Vikings with an 
85 to finish tied for 20th. Zach 
Joseph and Jon Mays both shot 
88 and that tied them for 26th. 
Rounding out the Vikings squad 
was Nathan Fearing who shot a 93, 
good for 33rd.
Pechan acknowledges that the 
poor weather conditions affected 
his game. “I have not seen windy 
conditions like this on the sea-
son. Being from the West Coast, I 
have hardly ever seen winds like 
I did this weekend.” However, he 
didn’t allow that to be an excuse. 
“Overall, I hit the ball very poorly 
and putted awful.”
Mays notes that the weather 
has also impacted the team’s prac-
tice schedule. “The main effect 
that the weather has had on us has 
been the inability to practice. It has 
really affected us, especially our 
short games. Chipping and putting 
need to be worked on the most.”
Next on schedule is the 
Lawrence Spring Invitational 
Sunday at Eagle Creek Golf Course 
in Hortonville — if the weather 
holds up, of course.
Golf competes despite dicey weather
John Revis
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
This month Lawrence 
University hired Tara Carr as the 
new head coach of its women's 
basketball program. Carr, who 
previously served as the campus 
director and adjunct instructor in 
business management and human 
resource management at the Beloit 
campus of Concordia University, 
comes from a strong athletic and 
coaching background at various 
colleges across the country.
She says she came to Lawrence 
because of its "great academ-
ics and outstanding reputation.” 
According to Carr, “Lawrence 
has a strong basketball history, 
and meeting the faculty and staff 
was an enjoyable experience… 
Lawrence is a very welcoming envi-
ronment."
In addition, Carr said that she 
felt Lawrence really captured the 
essence of a Division III school in 
that it creates a student-athlete 
model of balance between academ-
ics and sports, allowing the stu-
dents to excel in both. When asked 
about what she felt she would 
bring to the women's basketball 
program here at Lawrence, Carr 
replied "passion, energy, maturity, 
and experience."
"I have had athletic as well 
as coaching experience at various 
academic institutions," said Carr. 
"I will provide the best leadership 
I can, as well as be a positive role 
model for members of the team."
Carr stated her plan for the 
program was to "build a positive 
environment for the girls to grow 
into great leaders and excel aca-
demically," and eventually "build 
a program that is competitively 
viable in the Midwest Conference." 
To do this, Carr plans for more 
intensive recruiting of good stu-
dent athletes, as well as using time 
effectively in practice and devel-
oping the fundamental skills the 
team will need to compete well in 
the conference.
As far as what she hopes to 
achieve here at Lawrence, Carr 
said it was her goal to "bring back 
the strong basketball history that 
Lawrence has had in the past." Carr 
also said that she wants to help 
the team build "lifelong memories, 
character and work ethic," and that 
those skills will help the girls in 
their future lives and careers.
Women’s basketball hires new coach
Tyler Gasper
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
Last Sunday, the Vikings men’s 
tennis team suffered a loss against 
Carroll University. The match was 
originally scheduled for Saturday, 
but due to poor weather condi-
tions it was rescheduled for later 
in the week.
Although the team lost 3-6, 
Lawrence University was still 
able to nab wins in both individ-
ual and doubles matches. Jason 
Dunn, a sophomore, posted a win 
at number one singles. Teammate 
Caleb Ray, a junior, also grabbed 
a win at number two singles. Dunn 
beat Carroll University’s Kevin 
Rasmussen with an overall match 
score of 10-8, while Ray obtained 
an overall match score of 11-9 
against Carroll’s Matt Zellner.
Ray posted another win after 
pairing with freshman Jeremy 
Andereck at number two doubles. 
Their overall match score was 8-6.
When asked about the match, 
the players had many positive 
words for each other. Anderick 
commented that although the team 
lacks “consistency,” they make up 
for it with chemistry. Dunn added, 
“The individual members on our 
team all bring something to the 
table, whether it be tennis talent or 
life lessons which we will remem-
ber forever.”
Lawrence is now ranked fourth 
in the Midwest Conference with a 
record of 0-1. Overall, Lawrence 
tennis has a record of 4-12, but 
they have high hopes for quali-
fying to compete in the Midwest 
Conference tournament May 7 and 
8.
Tennis drops first conference match
Natalie Wolfe
Staff  Writer
____________________________________
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What’s on your iPod?
Instructor of Music Donna DiBella
1. “Drjanovska Racenica”
A Bulgarian folk song in the 
dorian mode. This is performed in 
three part close female harmony 
with the lowest voice going all the 
way down to a low C! And, best of 
all, it’s in 7/8. I know a dance that 
goes to it, and have actually taught 
the dance to a student group at 
Björklunden.
2. “Rustemul” 
Another folk tune, this one in 
6/8 from Romania performed by a 
Romanian instrumental ensemble 
with authentic folk instruments. 
When my office is freezing in the 
winter I like to warm up by dancing 
to this one. It’s an aerobic dance 
that doesn’t require too much 
space and I can do it in the sights-
inging room.
3. Alex Theory, “Molecule 7”  
One of 12 Molecules on the 
album titled “Water / Full Spectrun 
Sound Healing.” Using specially 
designed “water chimes,” these 
tracks are really otherworldly 
sounding and profoundly relaxing.
 4.  Leonard Bernstein, “Maria”
From the 1961 movie version 
of Leonard Bernstein’s “West Side 
Story”....because you gotta love 
that tritone, and because I actu-
ally remember going to see the 
movie in the theater when it first 
came out. And because Berstein 
was such an amazing orchestrator.
 5. Crosby, Stills & Nash,  
“Suite: Judy Blue Eyes”
From the 1969 Crosby, Stills 
& Nash album. Because I love that 
close harmony, and the endless 
rambling of the Suite, and because 
I’m such a child of the 60’s.
 6. John Lennon, “Imagine”
 Because I really do believe that 
we can imagine a better world into 
existence.
 7.  Appleton North High School 
Choir, “Hope, Faith, Life, Love”  
An a cappella choral piece by 
Eric Whitacre whose use of dis-
sonance is oddly soothing and at 
the same time powerful. Best of 
all, this particular recording is of 
my daughter’s awesome Appleton 
North High School choir.
 8. David Hykes with the Harmonic 
Choir, “Harmonic Meditations” 
This is overtone singing — the 
technique of being able to sing 
two pitches at once — at its best, 
performed in an incredibly rever-
berant cistern under the Olympic 
Peninsula west of Seattle. Sounds 
like male-voiced angels echoing 
through the cosmos and piercing 
your soul.
 9. George Noory, “Coast to Coast 
AM”
Interviews with fascinating 
people on views of reality that are 
not what you hear in the main-
stream media. 
 10. Linda Ronstadt and Roy 
Orbison, “Blue Bayou”
The harmony for this song, 
ably made obvious by the bass 
player, is basically I and V, so when 
that V7 of IV comes along, it’s 
really exciting. Predictably, the sec-
ondary chord is indeed followed 
by the IV chord, but then, quirkily 
enough, mutates to the minor iv. 
Good stuff. Best of all is Ronstadt’s 
rocketing yodel at the end.
 
Memorial Presbyterian Church 
Just East of Campus, on the corner of College & Meade 
Cross Meade Street and join us! 
734­1787 
 
 
Palm Sunday, April 17 
10:00 am Worship 
Maundy Thursday, April 21 
7:00 p.m. Communion and Handwashing 
Good Friday, April 22 
7:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m. Church open for prayer 
Easter Sunday, April 24 
5:45 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. Celebration Worship 
Good Friday, April 22 
7:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m. Church open for prayer 
Easter Sunday, April 24 
5:45 a.m. Easter Sunrise Service 
10:00 a.m. Resurrection Celebration (Nursery provided) 
Tuesday, April 26, 7:00 p.m. One World Dance and Drum Team 
Interactive program of Ghanaian drums and dance  
Holy Humor Sunday, May 1 
10:00 a.m. Worship ‐ Because Jesus wins over death! 
